
REGAL RONDEL BRACELET

 Ingredients 
size 11 seed beads in main color s                               peanut beads in main color P (10g) 

4x6mm rondels (57) R                                                 You'll need: fireline thread and 2  

Magnetic tube closure                                                     beading needles 

Instructions 
CNW a Single row, twice, as follows: 

1. Center 1s onto a wingspan of thread, w/2 needles. TIP:Pin it to the bead mat. 

2. Pick up 2s 1P on each needle. 

3. Pick up s-R-s on one needle and slide them JUST onto the thread. With the other 
needle, cross through the three beads.  

4. Pick up P-2s on each needle. 

5. Pick up 1P on one needle and slide it JUST onto the thread. With the other needle, 
cross through the P. 

6. Repeat steps 2, 3, 4 and 5  for desired length.  
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Note: for my 6.5" wrist, I made it 16 rondels long. 

After placing the 16th R (or the Xth R for your size) in step 3, follow step 4. For step 5, 
replace the P with an s. 

Build the third row by connecting these two finished rows as follows: 
Lay the 2 finished rows on the bead mat in front of you, vertically. Begin at the end nearest you 

and work away from yourself. 

7. Center 1s on a new double-needle thread. 

8. Pick up 2s on each needle. 

9. Pass through the first P of the finished row on your left, with the left needle. 

10. Pass through the first P of the finished row on your right, with the right needle. 

11. Pick up s-R-s on one needle and slide them JUST onto the thread. With the other 
needle, cross through the three beads.  

12. Pass through the next P of the finished row on the left with the left needle. 

13. Pass through the next P of the finished row on the right with the right needle. 

14. Pick up 2s on each needle. 

15. Pick up P on one needle and slide it JUST onto the thread. With the other needle, 
cross through the P.  

16.  Repeats steps 2-9 until each rondel unit of the two opposing rows are connected. 

Attach the clasp 
Tip: Weave your threads in securely, making 4 half hitch knots over the space of 4-8 
beads but before cutting the thread use this thread to attach the clasp.  

Exiting one of the two P at an end, sew through one of the two loops of the closure. 
Repeat for the other P at this end. When all the threads at this end are securely woven 
in, cut them close and carefully. 
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At the other end of the bracelet, attach the tubular magnetic closure in the same way. 

Tip: make certain the second half of the magnetic closure is in the correct direction 
before securing it.  

Thank you for beading this new project with me today. I appreciate it and love beading 
with you. Love, Carol 

Below is a cartoon of the first row. Repeat it to make the "third" row (a single row just 
like like the first).  

When the two strands are within 1/2 inch of each other, lengthwise, connect them 
following the same process EXCEPT: instead of picking up the peanut beads, 
represented as red below, pass through the P beads already present in the previous 
rows you are connecting. 
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